
  Introduction  

   Extensive work has been  done since the 1960s to investigate the phenomenon of 
extra-marital sexual relationships and consequent illegitimacy in early modern England. 

This has primarily been undertaken in examining bastard-bearing at parish level and based 
around birth rates and fi nancial provision for mother and infant, usually culminating 
in intervention to deal with the perceived moral failings of the parents and resulting 
social costs.  1   By focusing upon narrow geographical and social boundaries, historians 
imply that bastardy became a lifetime stigma from which neither mother nor child could 
escape and, as a result, they do not explore illegitimacy patterns at gentry level and 
above. Keith Wrightson and David Levine ’ s path-breaking investigation of illegitimacy 
in the Essex parish of Terling in the period 1590–1640 identifi ed only one man of 
gentry status fathering an illegitimate child out of a total of fi fty putative fathers. Richard 
Adair ’ s outstanding survey of illegitimacy in the parishes of early modern England makes 
only the briefest of passing mentions of elite involvement in bastardy, essentially in the 
form of the results of rape or coercion of lower-class women by gentlemen. Yet concern 
at the extent of sexual relationships outside marriage, and of the extent of bastardy 
arising from it, was not necessarily limited to commentators on the state of the poor and 
disadvantaged in parish society. And even the most cursory survey of those who exerted 
power and infl uence in late medieval and early modern England quickly reveals the names 
of men (and some women) of dubious parentage or questionable fi delity. Approximately one 
in ten gentlemen who made wills during the period in the north of England made some 
mention of illegitimate off spring, suggesting that illegitimate relationships and children 
were to be found in at least 10 per cent of gentle families. The illegitimate off spring of 
gentry and noble families participated in offi  ce-holding and local government, and their 
marriages formed part of the social landscape of the period. 

 Yet historians have never explored the extent and implications of this situation: just as 
historians of illegitimacy have shown little interest in the irregular relationships and off spring 
of the elite, so historians of the gentry, and to a slightly lesser extent nobility, have tended 
to pass over anything other than straightforward marriage and legitimate children.  2   The 
possible implications of a group of bastards born to at least one parent of gentle status in 
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late medieval and early modern England are, however, great: the bastard off spring of 
gentlemen could have an education but were not tied by entails and landed settlements 
(for example for a widow ’ s jointure) which governed the choice of marriage partners and 
the inheritances of their legitimate step-siblings. Furthermore, the relationship the ille-
gitimate, adult family had with their legitimate half-brothers, half-sisters and other relations 
has not been investigated, prompting questions regarding their role in aristocratic/gentry 
family infl uence and honour. The attitudes to these individuals, whether illegitimate 
themselves or the parents of bastards (or both), also tells us something about the nature 
of socio-religious cultures at a time when the historiography suggests that companionate 
marriage, involving love between partners, within a closed, nuclear family was either on 
the rise or already well established.  3   Similarly they help to provide an alternative perspective 
on the limits to the licence allegedly allowed to men by the ‘double standard’ defi ned in 
recent work, the primary focus of which has been men of the middling and lower sort.  4   
Further, in the rarer cases of well-evidenced illicit relationships conducted by gentlewomen, 
we are able to access indications of the behaviour of these women (and degrees of acceptance 
and condemnation/sanction) that shed light on the gendered expectations of elite females, 
before, during and after marriage, and go beyond some of the complexities of power 
networks identifi ed as being negotiated by women on the basis of age and ‘orderliness’.  5   
Looking at both men and women, the book will provide a proper context and hinterland 
for the better-known mores of court, and the behaviour there of monarchs and courtiers, 
their mistresses and lovers, especially as represented in recent scholarship on courts and 
court literatures.  6   

 In fact, the more closely these and other historiographies of the late medieval and early 
modern periods are considered, the lack of questions examining the illegitimate relationships 
and off spring of the elite becomes increasingly striking. The classic context for the study 
of illegitimate relationships and bastard-bearing is a demographic one, the ultimate assump-
tions of which relate to the control of resources, in an England experiencing signifi cant 
economic and social change, characterised by ‘social polarization’. Most signifi cant here 
is Tony Wrigley ’ s and Roger Schofi eld ’ s argument that fertility was the main factor in the 
limitation of population in England in the early modern period. Even if this has been 
challenged by John Hatcher, it remains true that demographics and life cycle generally 
provided limiting forces. There is therefore a particular focus in this type of work on 
apprenticeship, service, and the expectation that couples should form a household before 
marrying and starting a family.  7   

 These arguments tend to see behaviour, including sexual behaviour, as responding to 
implicit rules and to wage rates and economic conditions, rather than to regulation and 
more explicit determinants. Such approaches are largely inappropriate when applied to 
the elite, given the diff erent ways in which resource constraints applied to them, or should 
be understood in very specifi c ways: for example, service aff ected the life experiences of 
young men and women of the gentry and nobility in particular ways, and arguments about 
access to resources apply diff erently, even during the leanest years of the 1590s. This 
explains why most studies with this methodological background pay little attention to 
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elite involvement in illegitimacy beyond passing references to, for example, ‘sexual 
exploitation by masters’.  8   Some of this argument will be addressed in our coverage of the 
fundamental demographics of levels of bastard-bearing in  chapter 2 , and the identity and 
experience of the mistress in  chapter 3 . There is no inherent incompatibility, however, 
between an essentially demographic approach, although generally previously focused on 
non-elite subjects, and an analysis which considers a wider social spectrum, given the 
importance of service in the life cycle of the elite. Service was for them, as it was for 
their inferiors, a period in which marriage and the creation of an independent household 
was not an option, but at the same time a phase of life and a manner of living which 
off ered opportunities for young men and women to mix with others with whom they 
might form more or less lasting relationships outside the norms of regulated and legitimate 
marriage.  9   As will be seen in  chapters 2  and  3 , and also in  chapter 4 , which considers 
elite women and their lovers, there is a possibility that these constraints on elite household 
formation were a factor in some of the relationships formed and maintained by the gentry 
and nobility between the middle of the fi fteenth century and the outbreak of the civil 
wars of the seventeenth. 

 By way of contrast, increasing attention has been paid since the beginning of the mil-
lennium to the ‘reformation of manners’, with its focus on the common weal and com-
monwealth. This eff ort at the regulation of behaviour and morality, with a particular 
concern at times with disorder and vice, led to action against many groups but especially 
labourers, apprentices and servants and their personal and sexual behaviour. Martin Ingram 
in particular has recently argued that the regulation of sexual behaviour was an increasingly 
intense phenomenon of life in most parts of England from the late fourteenth century 
onwards, as part of this ‘reformation of manners’.  10   Ingram and others have described 
how the process might be led by various groups in society and impact increasingly widely, 
for example dominating the rhetoric of civic governance in London and other cities for 
much of the period. This force for change in modes of behaviour was potentially a challenge 
to elite behaviour as it was to non-elite, as in Ingram ’ s formulation it was a movement 
which did not have particular social or religious roots. Changes to elite sexual behaviour 
in the north of England and the nature of challenges to it may therefore provide insights 
into this understanding of the ‘reformation of manners’ more generally. This will be a 
particular issue for consideration when we examine the mechanisms and structures of 
regulation in the north in  chapter 1 . 

 It is also hard to deny the role of state-building in changing and developing regimes of 
sexual regulation during the period covered by our study. Historians have identifi ed this 
phenomenon in a variety of ways. For some, it has been as extensions of royal government 
intervention in the early modern period, with the crown ’ s ministers’ growing role in 
aspects of what might be categorised as social and economic policy which had been alien 
to it in previous centuries, and more specifi cally in some aspects of the ‘reformation of 
manners’ just described. The historiography of the ‘commonwealth’ movement is long-
standing, of course, and has tended to emphasise aspects of novel intervention during the 
sixteenth century to address poverty, un- or under-employment, the impact of disease or 
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economic change as manifest in the countryside in shifts from agrarian to pastoral systems 
(and enclosure) and in towns as expressed in types of urban decline.  11   More recently, the 
language of commonwealth as applied in circles around the crown has been discussed by 
John Watts in his paper on ‘“Common Weal” and “Commonwealth”’ suggesting a situation 
with roots in the fi fteenth century in which this new sense of responsibility might attach 
to aspects of community and individual conduct and morality.  12   This needs to be read in 
parallel with the understanding we have from, for example, Gerald Harriss, of the heightened 
understanding of royal rights and responsibilities seen in government from the late fi fteenth 
century, and which he perhaps a little negatively described as ‘arid Tudor legalism’, bringing 
an enhanced sense of system and momentum to the nexus of government power.  13   Equally, 
however, this context of state-building has been presented as the creation of the state from 
the bottom up, as particularly espoused by Steve Hindle, as communities sought validation 
for their eff orts to resolve disputes and address questions of resource-raising and control, 
but also for our purposes in particular to reform manners.  14   In the same spirit, developments 
as seismic as the Henrician reformation and within it the dissolution of the monasteries 
and consequent redistribution of wealth can now convincingly be seen not as the universally 
unpopular intervention of a powerful central state in the face of massive popular resistance, 
but as being successfully negotiated between a variety of actors, most of them local and 
many of them outside the conventional elite.  15   That ‘reformation of manners’ might have 
been particularly targeted at some elements of the poor, but it was not necessarily so, 
and Ingram and others have highlighted the extent to which in London and other cities 
in might produce a clash between a reforming group and some elite individuals or groups 
whose behaviour could now be categorised as unacceptable and challenged. Ingram notices, 
in particular, the tension between those associated with the court and court morality and 
a civic grouping who were increasingly willing to denounce and act against what they saw 
as disorder and immorality.  16   Once again, in this study, it will be in our consideration of 
the structures of regulation in particular, in  chapter 1 , that we will examine the possibility 
that either an increasingly assertive central state, or one growing at local instance, was 
part of a challenge to previously widespread mistress-keeping and bastard-bearing among 
the elite. It will also be possible to test whether ‘wronged’ partners were willing to use 
‘state’ mechanisms to challenge immorality, or whether that behaviour was either tolerated 
or dealt with by other means – a subject addressed in  chapter 5 . 

 More obviously, but perhaps misleadingly if considered in isolation, this is a topic which 
has been considered in a religious context. The period under scrutiny here is one of 
dramatic religious transformation, and these centuries’ reformations – whether towards 
Protestantism, and then in the search for further reformation in a Protestant vein, or 
under Catholicism as part of a reaction to Reformation that might take the form of reform 
or retrenchment – were ones which saw an increased religious focus on the regulation 
of personal behaviour and especially on challenges to sexual immorality. English Protestantism 
soon took on a distinct fl avour of condemnation of personal sexual immorality, perhaps 
because of the importance of its roots in the attack on monasticism and the way this was 
initially framed, certain elements of anticlericalism, and the heightened atmosphere of 
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preaching on the theme in the royal court late in Henry VIII ’ s reign and under Edward 
VI. In England, the Protestant Reformation emphasis on the value of marriage was 
complemented by a denunciation of adultery, so in the translation of Heinrich Bullinger ’ s 
work on marriage, as  The Christen State of Matrimony  in 1543, Thomas Becon added a 
preface on whoredom, adultery, and fornication. Elements were then reworked into the 
1547 homily of whoredom and uncleanness.  17   Largely in response, English Catholicism 
was not slow to identify personal sexual immorality as one of clearest signs of hypocrisy 
and incoherence in the challenge it had been facing, and therefore to prioritise its own 
position as a virtuous alternative.  18   It will be argued through in this book, beginning in 
 chapter 1 , that the particular defi nition of the Protestantisation initiative in the north of 
England in the early years of Elizabeth was shaped by a challenge to sexual immorality, 
and especially elite sexual immorality, just as it was by a challenge to continuing Catholic 
religious practice, for example. 

 A further context for this study is the history of sexuality and gender, especially the 
debates that have taken place about the early modern view of the male as the sexually 
active party, but the woman as predominantly culpable, and defi ned by transgression. This 
applies whether woman is seen as primarily defi ned by transgression, as Laura Gowing 
would argue, in terms closer to a simple sexual double standard, or in a less stark sense 
as Bernard Capp has proposed, in a world in which male culpability might also be established 
and debated.  19   During our period in the north of England, as elsewhere, women were 
seen as strongly inclined to sexual activity but issues of reputation and sanctions were 
undoubtedly also questions for men, and in some case  more  a matter for men than for 
women, as will be explored in the discussions of the regulatory and jurisdictional frameworks 
and patterns of enforcement in  chapter 1 , and the patterns of male and female behaviour 
and experience in mistress-keeping and bastard-bearing in  chapters 2  and  3 . In the case 
of the male and female elite, these issues interacted powerfully with ideas of gendered 
individual and social responsibility and power, for those involved might not only act as 
male and female heads of households but also hold positions which involved them in 
relationships with wider groups of family members, servants (both gentle and menial), 
and other dependants and associates. Relative historiographical consensus has emerged 
since 2010 around a view of early modern manhood or masculinity as being related to 
sexual potency and dominance, but within complex bounds that meant that illicit sex was 
unlikely to be something which could be too widely acknowledged if honour and reputation 
were to be maintained.  20   Widespread and relatively overt mistress-keeping and acknowledge-
ment of bastard off spring by the gentry and nobility of the north potentially stands in 
tension to this consensus view of early modern manhood and therefore warrants investigation. 
It is a particular theme of  chapters 2  and  3 . Gendered attributes such as the furtherance 
of lineage, property and honour can be posited as social aspects of paternity, yet it might 
be argued that becoming a father was the ultimate physiological expression of manhood. 
Some contemporary medical textbooks claimed a direct link between the male reproductive 
system and virility. Writing in the late sixteenth century, the anatomist and surgeon John 
Banister argued ‘the substaunce of the Testicle, by his insited facultie, addeth vnto the 
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bloud, and spirite, conteined in his vessels, the perfect Nature of seede. And this force, 
in men, is the cause of strength and manhode, and in women (if so we may say) of 
womanhode.’  21   The personal had implications for the social and political sphere. For King 
Henry VIII, being capable of fathering a healthy (male) child was a matter of national 
political well-being as well as a demonstration of his own personal strength. It is striking 
that at the trial of George Boleyn in 1536, it was alleged that his wife, Lady Rochford, 
was the centre of gossip which alluded to Henry VIII ’ s lack of sexual prowess, that he 
‘nestoit habile en cas de soy copuler avec femme, et quil navoit ne vertu ne puissance.’  22   
Ironically, four years after Boleyn ’ s execution, Henry claimed that he was unable to consum-
mate his marriage to Anne of Cleves. In conference with his doctors, the King shifted 
responsibility for his impotence to Anne, blaming the ‘loathsomeness’ of her appearance 
and emphasising that he ‘thought himself able to the act with other but not with her’.  23   
That sixteenth- and seventeenth-century medical authors examined the possible causes 
of male impotence without considering the physical imperfection of the female partner 
suggests that the King sought to protect the image of his own health as well as that of the 
body politic.  24   For the nobility and gentry, the idea that sexual immorality and potential 
siring of illegitimate children signifi ed a failure of self-control stood at odds with their 
desire to present themselves as strong, virile and commanding. In her examination of Lord 
Herbert of Cherbury ’ s autobiography, Christine Jackson acknowledges this tension. She 
identifi es how Herbert ’ s ‘apologetic presentation of his marital infi delity appears cathartic 
and confessional in purpose, albeit a subconscious desire to affi  rm his sexual virility and 
attractiveness to women cannot be discounted.’  25   In a passage redolent of Henry VIII ’ s 
justifi cation one hundred years earlier, Herbert was able to blame his wife for his adultery 
when posted abroad, while emphasising his own version of masculine self-discipline. ‘As 
my wife refused to come over and my Temptations were greate I hope the faults I committed 
were more pardonable; Howsoeuer I can say truly that whether in France or England I 
was never in Bawdyhouse nor vsed my pleasures intemperatly and much lesse did accompany 
them with that dissimulation and falshood which is comonly found in men addicted to 
love women.’ He went on to claim ‘if I transgressed sometimes in this Kynde It was to 
avoyde a greater ill, as abhorring any thing that was against Nature’.  26   Herbert was therefore 
able to construct his own behaviour within a frame which included unconventional sexual 
relationships, which were for him in some way legitimate and even contributed to his 
sense of manhood and masculinity, in the eff ectiveness of the sexual acts at their heart 
but also the ways in which they demonstrated avoidance of what he could describe as 
falsehood and unnatural activity. This understanding of elite masculinity is an important 
one when making sense of our evidence. 

 Patricia Crawford has also explored the idea that ‘illicit paternity was an uneasy point 
where private or secret sexual relations intersected with public social relations … If the 
alleged father were already married his honour involved maintaining a boundary between 
his household and the world.’  27   This may be true to a point in some cases, but in many 
of the cases we have examined in the north there seems to have been a more nuanced 
situation than simple binaries of married monogamy equalling public acceptability versus 
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extra-marital procreation equating to secretive aff airs.  Chapters 2  and  3  explore the ways 
in which mistresses were often more than marginal and victimised fi gures in a secretive 
isolation, and  chapter 6  attemps to chart the experience of illegitimate sons and daughters 
in the ways in which they were accommodated within the legal and fi nancial structures 
of family life and in many cases as active and visible participants in local and regional 
society. As Crawford has pointed out, paternity within marriage was discussed contem-
poraneously, with parenthood contrasting with childlessness, which was viewed as emasculat-
ing.  28   From the paternal point of view, it could be argued that lineage begotten within 
wedlock was an act of familial assertion; that begotten without wedlock, of self-assertion 
and of the assertion of alternative associations. The situation of noble- and gentlewomen 
who took lovers, or who were suspected of doing so, is explored in  chapter 4 , highlighting 
a far greater prevalence of illicit behaviour than might have been expected, revealing the 
degree of agency which existed for women within these gendered norms of sexual conduct 
and allowing us to address questions of the reactions this elicited, as well as the issues of 
regulation and more formal control already addressed and to be considered here. The 
scope of female honour ran far wider than simply the sphere of chaste self-control, meaning 
that there was more space for women and their connections to understand other relationships 
than might otherwise have been expected.  29   

 This is also a story with other contexts, including those defi ned by historians of the 
family, who have in many cases seen the late medieval and early modern periods as ones 
of a major transition. While at the start the family was clearly still an extensive formation 
with at its core a marriage made around alliances representing family and especially landed 
power, most historians have seen it becoming, by the end of the seventeenth century, a 
more focused unit with a central role for an aff ective relationship between man and wife 
formed and maintained through love. While some such as Lawrence Stone were keen to 
argue for the signifi cance of change over continuity, others such as Ralph Houlbrooke 
were more confi dent that strong elements of aff ective relationships were already present 
at the start of the period and became stronger.  30   The place of a mistress or mistresses, or 
lover(s) taken by a married woman, in such a setting can only suggest extreme and unusual 
disfunction of a marital model based on aff ection (especially in the latter formulation). 
Their presence on an extensive level would question major parts of the theory, and this 
will be something the discussion of the extent of mistress-keeping, and responses to it, 
especially in  chapter 5  on the ‘wronged partner’ in the marriage will address.  31   

 In all of these major historiographical contexts there has been a tendency to disregard 
the elite when exploring the continuing signifi cance of illegitimate relationships and 
bastard-bearing; these debates have tended to be conducted in a way which places less 
emphasis on regional variation, with a more or less explicit assumption that national 
patterns of behaviour and attitudes were at work. Given the subject matter here, it is 
important, therefore, to foreground other, less directly specifi c, contexts for the study. 

 Among those other contexts which must be kept in mind are those relating to the 
historiography of the gentry and nobility, and the environments in which they lived, 
notably at court and in their localities. The fi rst of these is discussion of the culture and 
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politics of the court and the extent to which this is seen as distinct from the world of the 
‘country’, as refracted through the particular prism of sexual activity which is the subject 
here.  32   One of the most immediate challenges raised by this project is the degree to which 
these cannot be seen as two separate worlds but as environments which overlapped and 
where attitudes and behaviours were always in a complex dialogue. No courtier lived 
exclusively within a court environment; even the city of London, for example, provided a 
contrasting moral sphere in which a courtier might operate at various points through the 
fi fteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A country home in perhaps Essex or Kent, 
or Yorkshire or Cheshire, too, represented a diff erent moral setting in which to conduct 
him or herself. However abstract, in some contexts, might appear the ideas of courtly 
love by which courtiers seemed to be bound, the variety of settings in which they found 
themselves may well have given the opportunity for a freer range of interpretations of 
those ‘rules’. There was evidently substance to the allegations of adultery made against 
Elizabeth Brooke, wife of the courtier and poet Thomas Wyatt. Wyatt ’ s own long-term 
mistress, Elizabeth Darrell, was the servant of the marchioness of Dorset and then a 
maid of honour to Catherine of Aragon, and Wyatt established her at Allington Castle in 
Kent after separating from Brooke, with the relationship producing three children.  33   The 
culture of courtly love which pervaded the court of Henry VIII and which has formed 
the basis for so much of the discussion of the politics of the court of Elizabeth I has been 
controversially seen as associated with sexual activity at court, and it is important to 
understand how far it was of a piece with a world in which courtiers away from court 
kept mistresses and took lovers and were associated with adultery and fornication – but 
this is rarely addressed in the debate on life and politics at court.  34   Equally, those cultures 
defi ned by Paul Hammer in studies of Elizabeth ’ s court, or in literary court cultures 
which were especially strong during the Elizabethan and Stuart periods as discussed by 
Johanna Rickman, might have had relevance in courtiers’ activity away from London.  35   
The courts of the archdeaconry of Buckingham in the fi nal quarter of the fi fteenth century 
handled allegations of adultery aff ecting senior gentlemen where it appears that court 
connections led to particular caution being exercised: in one case, care was necessary given 
the connections and protection being given to Sir Roger Dynham, brother of Henry VII ’ s 
Lord Treasurer John, Lord Dynham. He was one of the most astute political survivors 
of the period, and Sir Roger was allegedly involved with the wife of one of his own 
servants.  36   Two other men who were active at court and particularly close to the king also 
demonstrate these issues: Matthew Baker had been with Henry in exile in Brittany and 
was trusted to guide him on his perilous escape to France, becoming an esquire for the 
body early in the reign. Indictments in King ’ s Bench then show him keeping whores and 
bawds within the Palace of Westminster; in his will he left £20 and two feather beds to 
one Joan dwelling at Kenilworth, where he had established himself from early in the reign, 
‘and the childe she goth with all’.  37   An indication of the level of the king ’ s trust in Baker 
was his appointment as captain of the strategically important island of Jersey in 1486. 
One of Baker ’ s successors in that posting was Sir Hugh Vaughan, who like him had been 
in exile in Brittany with the king, and who was quickly appointed a gentleman usher and 
esquire of the body. Vaughan was misliked by many in the island, not least for a reputation 
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for debauchery, which was seen to rest on his trust in the king ’ s personal friendship: ‘se 
confi ant par trop en la faveur que le Roy luy portoit, s’oublia luy-mesme, s’abandonnant 
trop à son plaisir et s’adonnant à pailliardise et dissolution, il devint si débauché qu’il 
prenoit communément les jeunes fi lles par force, ensorte qu’elles n’ôsoient aller seulles 
par les chemins de peur de luy.’  38   Even the king ’ s astrologer, William Parron, notorious 
for his inaccurately rosy predictions of the futures of the ill-fated Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Arthur, was also part of the elite sexual moral climate at odds with the context in 
which he lived much of his life, facing action by the London court of aldermen, ignoring 
it, and eventually being imprisoned.  39   A better understanding of elite sexual cultures in 
the provinces will help us to understand the nature of sexual cultures and politics at court, 
and their interconnectedness. 

 Given that, there are also important contexts for this study in the historiography of 
gentry and noble society in the localities. Ever since the 1960s, most historians have built 
their view of the workings of local society from component elements made up of the 
family connections of the gentry, especially marriage alliances. This approach was pioneered 
by Alan Everitt in the 1950s: he saw Kent as an archetypal example of a ‘partially independent 
county-state’ built on strong relations between families with local connections and dis-
ntinguished by remarkably high levels of endogamy – what he called ‘intense inbreeding 
and family feeling’. The assumption within this model is that the pattern of marriage was 
one which reinforced connections between families and enhanced their capacity to rely 
upon one another. At its historiographical high-point, this enabled an argument about the 
infl uence of what John Morrill called the ‘mere country’, epitomised by William Davenport 
of Bramall Hall in Cheshire and his fellows, as a driving force in the revisionist account 
of the outbreak of the English Civil War and the course followed by those confl icts through 
to Restoration and beyond.  40   This understanding of local society has been extended into 
the earlier part of the period and the later middle ages, notably through the work of 
Michael J. Bennett.  41   If this approach has been questioned, challenges in the earlier part 
of our period have been through an attempt to reassert the continuing power of lordship 
as a connective in society across administrative boundaries – and this has not necessarily 
been a tendency which has been any less prone to rely on marital alliances in understanding 
how lordship might have secured links between families.  42   This study is therefore once 
again at a pivotal point in that historiography: if we are to understand local societies’ 
growing coherence at least in part as based on marital alliances, the extent to which these 
might be undermined by other relationships, or exist alongside them, needs to be considered. 
Such bonds – and possible tensions – are a theme in  chapter 6 , where the role of illegitimate 
off spring is discussed, and in  chapters 2  to  5 , which consider the impact of the role of 
mistress-keeping and the reactions of ‘wronged’ wives and husbands and their kin. 

 These were also local societies which, it has been argued, were shifting from being based 
on codes of honour to cohering more around the values of a ‘civil’ society and moralisation 
of politics. As espoused for the north of England with particular relevance to the sixteenth 
century by Mervyn James, this thesis might suggest that whatever role had existed for 
illegitimate relationships among the gentry and nobility would be reduced or eliminated, as 
part of a parallel modernisation narrative to those of the aff ective marriage.  43   The societies 
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described in these studies were ones which have been described as experiencing disruptive 
changes in their political culture, especially in the eyes of historians who understand the 
period as one of a fundamental and relatively rapid socio-economic shift away from the 
regional dominance of a powerful nobility and their associates among the gentry, previously 
used to acting with relative impunity as the agents of a monarchy with no alternative 
allies there and with no meaningful competitors for power in the shape of an urban or 
other middle class. This disruption manifested itself most acutely in the rebellions of the 
sixteenth century, the Lincolnshire Rising and the Pilgrimage of Grace in 1536–37, and the 
Northern Rebellion of 1569, as the disciplines of civil society began to make themselves 
felt. Amid the cultures of honour which had governed northern society previously, it was 
argued by James and others, were codes of sexual behaviour which permitted the keeping 
of mistresses. This was a culture of ‘virtue’, in the sense of the unswerving exercise of 
the will, emphasising male autonomy asserted towards fate, signifi cantly often imagined 
in female form. It was a world in which ‘Men of honour could (and did) … seduce, 
and commit adultery, without incurring dishonour’. It was to be replaced by one with a 
tighter regulation of personal behaviours, under the guise of civility, Protestant religion 
and morality. It has been suggested by Richard Cust and others that the pattern of change 
identifi ed by James is too stark, with a more complex understanding of honour required, 
which might allow for it reinforcing community and defusing tension; but these writers still 
tend to emphasise the growing incompatibility of ‘lechery, incontinence, whoremongering 
and being cuckolded’ with the capacity, right and responsibility to govern.  44   Once again, 
the testing of assumptions about the prevalence of mistress-keeping and bastard-bearing 
among the elite will allow for questions to be raised about these historiographies on the 
nature of regional political cultures in the north during the early modern period. 

 This book is, therefore, a study of far more than simply the regulation of illegitimate 
relationships and the children they produced. But, since it was the attempt to describe 
this behaviour, to defi ne its limits, to proscribe it, to control it and to punish those who 
engaged in it which is so important in the way it was imagined at the time and in the way 
it is relevant to us in our consideration of these major debates on the late medieval and 
early modern past, it is with this that the book begins.  
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